High Country Growers is a company with over 25 years in business in Helena Montana. We grow and produces many different annuals, perennials, poinsettias, organic herbs and vegetables.

Working in our greenhouse you will learn the beautiful art of the “Green Industry”. From propagating and dividing plants to helping our customers choose to the right plants for their location and desired look. Job options are varied at High County Growers. Whether you choose to join our Wholesale or Production division or help with local customers at our retail Garden Centers, High Country Growers will help you increase your knowledge and experience.

We’re always looking for great members to join us in our greenhouse operation. We offer different job positions throughout the year. However, our largest hiring process happens during late winter/early spring. We offer competitive wages and a very flexible work schedule for full-time and part-time employment; we are currently hiring. If you are looking for a flexible, dynamic, and rewarding job to supplement your income for school, please drop by 4934 Highway 12 west and fill out a job application.

**Dirt Room Assistant – M-F 8:00-4:30**

Responsible for mixing all soil for greenhouse operation and filling assortment of growing containers using automated machinery. Must be able to follow instructions for mixing soil ingredients. Organize and report inventory of soils, moss, fertilizers as well as hardgoods i.e., baskets, containers, trays, hangers... Person will work independently operating greenhouse equipment such as fork lift, pallet jack, soil mixing equipment, and assorted hand tools. Position will also be expected to assist in other areas of the greenhouse operation to include but not limited to, sticking of cuttings, pulling customer orders, watering, loading trucks, crop rotation, maintenance. Lifting up to #50 is necessary and common. Pay range $13.00-$15.00 hour. Flexible hours.

**Greenhouse Apprentice**
